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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a polar-coded transmission system with adjustable data rate for coherent optical transmission employing quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). The proposed system is based on a many-to-one constellation shaping method for achieving a range of data rates with arbitrarily small rate steps. An implicitly punctured polar-coded modulation system is then designed by combining polar coded bit-interleaved coded modulation system (BICM) with many-to-one labellings. The scheme is experimentally evaluated in a wavelength division multiplexed (WDM) system with five carriers modulated at 16 Gbaud with polarization multiplexed (PM) 256QAM. Data rates ranging from 121 Gbps to 182 Gbps per carrier are experimentally demonstrated and the system can be directly extended to achieve higher data rates. Synchronization and equalization of PM-256QAM received symbols is performed with a pilot rate of 5%. The experimental results show 1.2 dB of shaping gain over the conventionally punctured polar codes in the optical back-to-back scenario. The maximum transmission system reach is increased by 200 km to 400 km w.r.t the conventionally punctured polar codes. It is shown that the rate adaptation does not require a change of modulation format and/or underlying forward error-correction (FEC) code. Finally, the performance of all 5 WDM channels is validated for the optimal input power.

Index Terms—Polar codes, Experimental demonstration, probabilistic shaping, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), Rate-adaptation

I. INTRODUCTION

MODERN optical communication systems utilize all the available resources to meet the tremendous growth in the demand for high data rates. These systems are based on coherent receiver technologies exploiting both polarizations, advanced modulation formats and available spectral efficiency (SE) [1]–[3]. Advanced modulation formats combined with FEC codes, called coded modulation (CM) systems, have become a vital part of optical networks [4]. The CM systems must adapt their SE to the available signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), to support varying data rates. Varying data rates or SEs can be achieved by using different modulation formats [2] and one or two FEC engines with different overheads [5]. However, the flexibility is still limited and there are implementation challenges with such schemes.

The CM systems with varying data rates can be realized with low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes [6]–[10] as they are capable of achieving near-optimal performance with acceptable complexity of encoder and decoder. However, for standard and irregular LDPC codes, the encoder/decoder must be designed for each desired SE [5], [10], which requires additional hardware. A rate-adaptive CM system for LDPC codes was designed in [6] using a probabilistic amplitude shaping (PAS), which concatenates a distribution matcher (DM) [11] with a systematic FEC encoder requiring an additional shaping encoder and shaping decoder, thus increasing complexity at the transmitter and receiver. Most modern communication systems employ packet based transmission at higher layers and at the high levels the whole packet is discarded if any bit is in error. The standard DM de-matching [11], like all other non-linear DMs, leads to (bit-) error-propagation [12]. For a given post-FEC frame error rate (FER), this bit-error-propagation will not affect FER at the lower layer and at most have minor influence on packet error-rates at higher protocol layers. However the post-DM receiver output BER may potentially be higher than the target post-FEC BER [12, Sec. VII]. This should be considered when using BER as figure of merit as often done in optical communication. Considering both FER and BER, BER could be used to assess secondary effects or in special cases be the interesting or specified figure of merit.

Polar codes [13] are known to asymptotically achieve the capacity of any discrete memory-less symmetric channel with low complexity encoding and decoding algorithms outperforming e.g., WiMAX LDPC codes [14]. It is also proven that the successive cancellation (SC) decoder for polar codes does not display an error floor [15], as compared to LDPC codes which display an error floor if they are not carefully designed for each SE [9]. Hardware based polar decoders of short code lengths are already under investigation for 5G [16], [17] due to their ability to achieve Gbps throughput at less area, power and energy consumption than the WiMAX LDPC codes [16]. As a potential candidate for future lightweight systems, the
performance of SC polar decoder was compared with state-of-the-art spatially coupled LDPC codes in [18]. However, polar codes perform best with list decoding [14]. Therefore, polar codes can be further investigated for future flexible optical communication networks using list decoding.

Originally, polar codes were proposed for the code lengths which were powers of two, while the code dimension (the number of data bits) can be arbitrary. The common techniques to obtain a polar code of any rate and length are based on puncturing [19]–[22] at the cost of increased BER. These methods were proposed for 5G systems and could also be applied to optical systems incorporating wireless technologies such as hybrid fiber-wireless systems [23]. Another potential use for short punctured polar codes can be similar to the concatenated FEC scheme composed by an outer staircase code and a soft-decision Hamming code specified in [24] targeting 400G data center interconnect. Hamming codes can be replaced by short polar codes in high-end optical communication for even better performance.

Multi-level polar codes combined with PAS and DM have been studied in [25] for short packets. This combination increases the latency and complexity at the transmitter and receiver due to the use of DM and multi-level decoding. Another probabilistic shaping method for polar codes was proposed in [26]. The scheme in [26] uses a list decoder to generate the shaping bits at the transmitter for each codeword. Therefore, this scheme also increases the latency and complexity at the transmitter.

In this paper, we propose a system which provides a high degree of rate-adaptivity combining puncturing and shaping. It uses a many-to-one constellation shaping method achieving a gain which recovers the puncturing loss of polar codes. The proposed many-to-one mapping is an instance of many-to-one probabilistic shaping as originally proposed by Gallager in [27, p. 208]. The system design provides a highly flexible rate-adaptive system in terms of transmission rate based on one mother code, and thus without increasing the system and implementation complexity. We extend our first simulated system in [28] and experimentally investigate a flexible polar-coded modulation scheme that increases the transmission distance w.r.t the conventionally punctured polar codes for a range of data rates with fine granularity in step size. We find that the gains predicted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel simulations can be achieved for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) scenarios, where both intra- and inter-channel non-linearities are present.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we describe the preliminaries of polar codes including their encoding and decoding algorithm. In Section III, we discuss the puncturing for polar codes and show how the puncturing can lead to performance degradation. We then propose to use a many-to-one constellation shaping method to recover the puncturing loss of polar codes. Sections IV, V and VI are the main contributions of this paper where we apply the proposed system to an optical transmission system. In Section IV, we present the experimental setup for the fiber transmission followed by back-to-back experiments and transmission experiments in Sections V and VI, respectively.

Section VII concludes this paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES OF POLAR CODES

A polar code of length \( N \), dimension \( K \) and rate \( R = K/N \) is defined by its generator matrix \( G_N = G_2^{n \times n} \), where \( n = \log_2(N) \). \( \otimes \) denotes the Kronecker product,

\[
G_2 = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 1 & 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]

and by a frozen set \( I \subseteq \{1, 2, \ldots, N\} \). The frozen set can be determined by evaluating the bit reliabilities of the underlying channel. The bit reliabilities can be estimated by various methods [29]–[33]. In this work, we used the method proposed in [31] for computing the bit reliabilities. The bit positions with least reliabilities are assigned to the frozen set \( I \), while the data is sent over the highly reliable bit positions.

A. Encoding of Polar Codes

Let \( u_1^N = [u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_N] \) be the vector containing \( K \) information bits and \( N - K \) frozen bits, then the codeword vector \( x_1^N = [x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N] \) for a polar code can be obtained as follows:

\[
x_1^N = u_1^N B_N G_N
\]

where \( B_N \) is the \( N \times N \) bit-reversal permutation matrix [13]. The polar coding maps the information bits \( u_1^K \) to the \( K \) most reliable bit positions as defined by the frozen bits set \( I \). The remaining \( N - K \) bit positions are set to zero. The codeword \( x_1^N \) can then be obtained by (2). Note that the rate \( R \) of the polar code can be easily changed by selecting/deselecting the frozen bits.

B. Decoding of Polar Codes

Arikian proposed the successive cancellation (SC) decoder for polar codes in [13]. Let \( y_1^N = [y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_N] \) denote the channel output vector. The SC decoder sequentially decodes the bits from index 1 to index \( N \). For each index \( i \) an estimate on bit \( \hat{u}_i \) is made, if \( i \in I \) then \( \hat{u}_i \) is set to its frozen value i.e., \( \hat{u}_i = 0 \) in our case. On the other hand, if \( i \not\in I \) then \( \hat{u}_i \) is set to the most likely value given by the channel output vector \( y_1^N \) and by the previous estimates \( [\hat{u}_1, \hat{u}_2, \ldots, \hat{u}_{i-1}] \). The dependence of estimated value on previous estimates in the SC decoder leads to propagation of error in the SC tree, once an error occurred in the decoding. Due to this the SC decoder has poor performance.

A successive cancellation list decoder (SCL) has been proposed [14] to improve the performance of polar codes greatly. In SCL decoding hard decision on the estimated bits \( \hat{u}_i \) is avoided by considering both possible values of \( \hat{u}_i \), i.e., \( \hat{u}_i = 0 \) and \( \hat{u}_i = 1 \). Thus whenever a decision has to be made on \( \hat{u}_i \) both paths with \( \hat{u}_i = 0 \) and \( \hat{u}_i = 1 \) are followed by the decoder, resulting in two decodable paths or lists. This process is continued and it could lead to an exponential increase in the number of decodable paths. Therefore the number of paths is limited to a fixed value \( L \). Whenever the number of paths reaches \( 2L \), the paths with lowest reliabilities are deleted and the \( L \) best paths are kept for further decoding. When the
decoding is terminated, the path with the highest reliability is chosen as the output of the decoder. A cyclic redundancy check (CRC) can be appended to the input bits to further improve the performance of the decoder. This decoder is referred to as CRC-aided (CA)-SCL decoder. In the case of CA-SCL decoding the path which passes the CRC is chosen as the output of the decoder instead of simply the most probable one. The CA-SCL decoder has been shown to perform better than WiMAX LDPC codes [14].

III. PUNCTURING OF POLAR CODES

Puncturing is the method of obtaining a code of length \( N_l = N - P \) from a code of length \( N \). The puncturing vector \( P \) is defined as:

\[
P_l^P = [P_1, P_2, ..., P_l],
\]

where \( l \) is its length and \( (P_1, P_2, ..., P_l) \) indicates the indices of the codeword bits to be punctured. Thus \( l \) codeword bits are not sent during the transmission which increases the rate of the code. At the decoder these bits are treated as erased bits i.e., their log likelihood values are set to zero. Puncturing can degrade the performance of a channel code, therefore care must be taken in choosing the puncturing vector \( P \).

A. Explicit Puncturing of Polar Codes

Originally, polar codes were proposed to be constructed for a power of 2, i.e. \( N = 2^n \), where \( n = 1, 2, 3, ... \). A polar code of any length can be obtained by puncturing. Conventionally, a punctured polar code \( (N_l, K_l) \) can be obtained from a base polar code \( (N, K) \) with \( N_l = N - P \) and \( K_l = K \) by puncturing. The punctured vector in the case of a polar code is defined as:

\[
P_l^P = B_{N_l}[P_1, P_2, ..., P_l],
\]

where \( B_{N_l} \) denotes the bit-reversal permutation of the vector \( P_l^P = [P_1, P_2, ..., P_l] \) i.e., the first \( l \) bits of codeword \( x^N \) chosen in bit-reversal order are punctured. This method of puncturing is called as quasi-uniform puncturing and was proposed in [20]. Since some of the codeword bits are explicitly selected to be transmitted, we refer to this type of puncturing explicit puncturing of polar codes (EPPCs). The log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) of these bits seen by the CA-SCL decoder are zero. The performance degradation due to explicit puncturing is exemplified in Fig. 1.

In Fig. 1 we consider the BER performance of 256 QAM for various code lengths i.e., \( N = 8192, 6554, \) and 4096 with input data rate \( \eta = 5 \) bits/symbol over the AWGN channel. The code length \( N_l = 6554 \) is a punctured code from the base code of length \( N = 8192 \) with \( l = 1638 \). It can be seen from Fig. 1, that the punctured code (6554, 4096) performs about 1 dB worse than its base code (8192, 5120) for the same \( \eta \). This penalty originates from the puncturing. The interesting comparison to see is between the base polar code (4096, 2560) and the punctured code (6554, 4096). We observe that a longer polar code of length \( N_l = 6554 \) with higher coding gain performs 0.6 dB worse than a shorter polar code of length \( N = 4096 \), due to puncturing. In the next section, we propose a solution to this problem, where a polar code will be able to recover from the loss of puncturing using shaping without incurring any additional overhead.

B. Implicit Puncturing of Polar Codes

Implicit puncturing of polar codes in this work is based on the many-to-one constellation shaping method [34]. Constellation shaping is the method of obtaining non-uniform distribution of the data from the uniformly distributed data. Thus with shaping, the distribution of the modulated symbols can be changed.

Various methods have been proposed by the researchers to shape the modulated symbols e.g., shell mapping [35], trellis shaping [36], PAS [6] and iterative polar modulation [37]. One method of obtaining non-uniform distribution is through dyadic approximations. A dyadic distribution has the form

\[
p_X(X = x_i) = 2^{-d_i},
\]

where \( d_i \) is an integer. In order to ensure
that the resultant constellations form a binary-reflected gray code, the algorithm from [38] is followed. In the optical fiber scenarios considered in this work the following distribution for 16-ary pulse amplitude modulation (PAM) was found to be the optimal choice of the available families of dyadic distributions:

\[
p(x_i = \pm 13, \pm 15) = \frac{1}{2^5}
\]

\[
p(x_i = \pm 3, \pm 5, \pm 7, \pm 9, \pm 11) = \frac{1}{2^4}
\]

\[
p(x_i = \pm 1) = \frac{1}{2^3},
\]

as defined in [38] and shown in Fig. 2(a). This distribution is found by maximizing the achievable information rate (AIR) at the optimal launch power, under the constraint that we map integer bits at symbol level. The QAM symbols are obtained by taking the product of marginal distributions in each I and Q.

In many-to-one mappings multiple bit sequences are mapped to the same symbol from the constellation. Due to this, the bit label length is greater than \(\log_2(M)\) as opposed to standard QAM where the bit label length is always equal to \(\log_2(M)\), where \(M\) is the constellation alphabet size. This creates ambiguities in some bit positions as shown in Fig. 2 by ‘x’. From Fig. 2(b), it can be seen that the symbol ‘1’ with bit label ‘0111x’ has two ambiguous bits marked as ‘x’. Thus the bit sequences which are mapped to symbol ‘1’ are ‘01100’, ‘01101’, ‘01110’, and ‘01111’. Many-to-one maximum a-posteriori probability de-mapping will result in low certainty at the ambiguous bits, and they will be treated as punctured by the FEC decoder. Since puncturing is data dependent and thus unknown by the decoder, we refer to this type of puncturing as implicit puncturing of polar codes (IPPCs). Implicit puncturing of polar codes has also been studied in [39], where the use of multiple encoders and decoders leads to many short codes degrading the performance of the code as well as increasing the latency and complexity of the system. Many-to-one mappings were also evaluated for LDPC codes with 16-QAM [10] achieving 7% increase in transmission reach over the uniform mappings. The LDPC code designed in [10] is irregular and designed to match the mapping function i.e., the LDPC code should be changed when the mapping and SNR are changed, implying that the system is not rate-adaptive.

We adapted the rate adaptive turbo-coded modulation system from [38] for polar codes as shown in Fig. 3. The binary data \(u_1^n\) containing the information bits are fed to the systematic polar encoder. The data and parity bits are then interleaved separately using a pseudo-random interleaver. The many-to-one mapper maps the coded bits to QAM symbols while implicitly puncturing some of the parity bits according to the many-to-one mapper. At the receiver, the signal is demodulated and the data are deinterleaved. The parity bits are de-punctured and then sent for CA-SCL decoding together with data bits.

We simulated the transmitter and receiver from Fig. 3 over an AWGN channel. We studied the BER performance of 256 QAM with non-punctured polar codes (NPPCs), EPPC and IPPC schemes. The simulated input data rates are from 4 to 6 with a step size of 1. All the evaluated codes are decoded using CA-SCL decoding with 32-bit CRC and list size 32. The code length considered here is \(N = 8192\) and for EPPC the code length is \(N = 6554\) with \(l = 1638\) while the code length for rest of the cases is \(N = 8192\).

![Fig. 3. Polar-coded BICM transmitter and receiver with many-to-one mapper.](image)

![Fig. 4. AWGN Simulation: BER performance of NPPC, EPPC and IPPC schemes with 256-QAM. The code length for EPPC scheme is \(N_1 = 6554\) with \(l = 1638\) while the code length for rest of the cases is \(N = 8192\).](image)
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5. The WDM system is composed of five carriers modulated at 16 Gb/s and disposed in a grid spacing of 25 GHz. All optical carriers in the experiment are external cavity lasers with 10 GHz linewidth. The transmitted symbols are generated by encoding pseudo random bit sequences. The encoded bits are interleaved and mapped to 256 QAM symbols. A 5% overhead of 16 QAM pilot symbols is added to assist the adaptive equalization and the carrier phase recovery at the receiver. The symbols are pulse shaped with a root-raised cosine (RRC) filter with 401 taps and a roll-off factor of 0.05. A linear pre-emphasis is applied to pre-compensate for the joint frequency response of transmitter and receiver. Two decorrelated sequences containing 60 frames of FEC encoded data are loaded in the arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). After amplification, each baseband signal is combined using a coupler, and the signal is amplified with an Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to compensate for the power losses of the optical modulators. The WDM system is sent to a delay-and-combine polarization multiplexing emulation stage (≈ 953 symbol periods of decorrelation). In the last stage of the transmitter, the polarization multiplexed signal is amplified by a booster EDFA.

In back-to-back configuration, the maximum effective received SNR of the central WDM channel saturates at 20.5 dB. The WDM channels propagate in a recirculating loop composed of four 50 km spans of submarine ultra-large area fiber (OFS SCUBA fiber), with all propagation losses compensated by distributed Raman amplification (backward pumping configuration). An EDFA is added after the fiber spans to compensate for the insertion losses of couplers and switches. After performing coherent detection, the signal is sampled at 40 GS/s with a real-time oscilloscope (20 GHz of analog bandwidth). In the offline digital signal processing (DSP), the acquired signal passes through a front-end compensation stage, resampling, chromatic dispersion (CD) compensation, low-pass filtering, timing recovery, T asynchronous pilot-based adaptive equalization (85 taps), and pilot-based carrier frequency and phase recovery with a moving average phase estimator. Finally, the estimated symbols are sent to the FEC decoder.

**V. BACK-TO-BACK TRANSMISSION RESULTS**

We performed experimental characterization of the three schemes, i.e. NPPC, EPPC and IPPC. Input data rates from 4 to 6 with a step size of 0.5 were tested for each scheme. We refer to the experimental points on the plots with no errors as error-free. We experimentally evaluated a total of 120 frames i.e. 9.8 × 10^3 bits for each channel. The details of all the schemes are summarized in the Table I.

The performance for η = 5 bits/symbol is shown in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6(a), we plotted the estimated received SNR versus the measured optical SNR (OSNR). The green line indicates the theoretical SNR and was calculated according to [1, Eq. 34]. It can be seen from Fig. 6(a), that implementation penalty at low OSNR is 3 dB, and thereafter gradually increases to 4.5 dB and even further for higher OSNR. The implementation penalty is due to the non-ideal hardware and DSP implementation.

The AIR is estimated from the mutual information (MI) using the Gaussian auxiliary channel principle [42] are compared in Fig. 6(b) for all three schemes. At η = 5 bits-symbol, the shaping gain w.r.t to uniform 256 QAM and punctured 256 QAM is about 1.5 - 2 dB. The IPPC scheme here operates at around 4.2 dB gap to the Shannon capacity at η = 5 bits/symbol. We see that the implementation penalty is about 2.8 dB and 4.2 dB at 18 dB and 24 dB OSNR, respectively. This implementation penalty also includes the residual phase noise and sub-optimal estimation of the auxiliary channel parameters.

We also show the BER performance versus OSNR in Fig. 6(c). It can be seen that the EPPC scheme suffers up to ≈1.5 dB loss for fixed BER compared to the NPPC scheme. However, this loss can be recovered by up to 1.2 dB from the

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>η [bits/symbol]</th>
<th>Data rate [Gbps/channel]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4, 12.16</td>
<td>4.5, 136.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPPC</td>
<td>N=8192</td>
<td>K=4906</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPPC</td>
<td>N=6554</td>
<td>K=1277</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1/1638</td>
<td>1/1638</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPPC</td>
<td>N=8192</td>
<td>K=3277</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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IPPCC scheme combined with shaping at the same transmission rate. The gain is similar to the AWGN simulation results shown in Fig. 4.

VI. Transmission Experiment Results

In order to further investigate the system performance over a transmission link, we apply all the three schemes to the transmission experiment over a recirculating loop explained in Section IV.

A. Central Channel

The considered channel parameters for this case are given in Table II. The achieved error-free data rate and the AIR are shown in Fig. 7, at the respective optimal input power, as a function of the link distance for the central channel. The distances from 200 km to 4000 km are studied for all three schemes with \( \eta \) varying from 4 to 6 bits/symbol. We selected an input data rate and keep on increasing the distance until error-free transmission was not possible with that data rate. This has been done with all considered schemes from Table I. It can be seen from Fig. 7, that the IPPC scheme with shaping recovers the puncturing loss and provides an increase of 200 km of distance for \( \eta = 4.5 \) to \( \eta = 6 \) compared to the EPPC scheme at the same data rate. It can also be observed that the error-free distance of IPPC scheme for \( \eta = 4 \) is increased by 400 km over the EPPC scheme. We see that the NPPC and IPPC schemes are able to operate at around 0.65 bits/symbol gap to the AIR, which is mainly attributed to the rather short code lengths considered here i.e., \( N = 8192 \). Longer codes were not considered due to the long processing time on a personal computer. It is important to note here that the achieved error-free data rates of IPPC and NPPC are similar, and our IPPC scheme provides \( \approx 0.2 \) bits/symbol steady gain over the EPPC scheme due to shaping.

B. WDM Measurements for all Channels

Finally, we performed WDM measurements for all 5 channels at the optimal input power. The WDM measurements are performed by tuning the local oscillator and the transmitter laser to the desired channel on the frequency grid. The input power of each channel is optimized, so that all the channels have the same received power for all the schemes. The average AIR for all 5 channels is shown in Fig. 8. The error bars in Fig. 8 are estimated by taking the difference between the average AIR for all 5 channels and the maximum/minimum AIR among all WDM channels. Similarly, the error bars for distance are measured by taking the difference between the error-free transmission distance of the central channel and the channel which has the longest error-free distance. We show the curves for EPPC and IPPC schemes from Table I. First we notice from Fig. 8, that the average performance is similar to the central channel shown in Fig. 7. Thus, some channels potentially achieve longer error-free transmission distance compared to the other channels. In general, the distances at which Channel 1 and 5 achieve error-free performance are somewhat longer than the other 3 channels. For example, the error-free distances are increased by 200 km for Channels 1 and 5 compared to Channels 2, 3 and 4. This is due to the fact, that Channels 1 and 5 only have 1 neighbour and thus suffer less linear and non-linear interference. The difference in performance of all WDM channels also come from the tilted noise spectrum of the amplification and a performance difference between the optical IQ modulators. It should also be noted here that each loop turn adds 200 km of distance and thus we have limited resolution in terms of distance. It maybe noted that the single rate-adaptive code effectively can be adapted to a wide range of AIRs and thereby distances.

![Graph](image-url)
In this paper, we applied a 256QAM many-to-one probabilistic shaping in order to enable rate-adaptive punctured polar-coded modulation. The system relies on the combination of polar codes with many-to-one mapping function providing a flexible optical transmission system operating at adjustable data rate with fine granularity. Rate-adaptivity is achieved using implicit puncturing that allows one to select any operating point without changing the modulation format, bandwidth, baud rate and/or underlying FEC code and without performance penalty. Thus, the proposed system does not require additional hardware for rate-adaptivity. Higher modulation formats and baud rates can also be realized by the direct extension of the proposed system.

The method was experimentally demonstrated on a 5 WDM dualy polarized coherent transmission system at 16 GBaud/channel. We demonstrated that the puncturing loss of polar codes can be recovered by implicit puncturing of polar codes combined with shaping providing an increase of around 0.2 bits/symbol, or alternatively the maximum transmission reach is increased by 200 km for short distances (<2500 km) and by 400 km for long distances (>3500 km), w.r.t the conventionally punctured polar codes. Robust performance was achieved using one code over a range of 200 km to 4000 km.
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